ON THE CONTINUITY OF A CERTAIN CLASS OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Let (Q, A, P) be a given probability space and T = <a,b> be a closed interval of the real line R.
Let X = (x(t,u) : t € T, u efl] be a real stochastic process defined on {Q,M., P).
We introduce the following notation : t^ e T, i = 1,...,nf : x. f R, i = 1,...,n, ..,xUfl;]t where xCt^ = x(t Assume that a < 11< ... < t < t < b. Let £ be the Borel 6" -field of the real line. A function P n : T n « R n * T « 3 -<0,1 > is called conditional transition probability if ( 
1) P n ( t n , *( t a )i t, A) = P(x[t)ei | 6 [x( tQj]] ,
where At £ and fi[x( denotes the 6-field generated by the random variables x(11),... ,x(| "} denotes the conditional probability.
U) t n = [t1 tn]
(ii)
In thi3 paper we consider a class of processes satisfying the following condition 12; lira It -t J' 1 J F n l t , x ;t,dx; = 0 tit 1 , f n x-x >£ 1 n I for every £ > 0. Let £ « 6 [*(fn)] denote the 6-field generated by the sets B * A, where B e .B and Sufficient conditions assuring the continuity of the trajectories and the stochastic continuity of tne processes satisfying (2) will be given below. Namely, it will he shown that if for every £ > 0 condition {2} is satisfied and moreover convergence in (2) is uniform with respect to n, i and Xn, then X has a modification to the process X witn continuous trajectories.
In particular, if condition (.2; is satisfied for n = 1 and convergence is uniform with respect to x1, then X is stochasticaly continuous.
In further consideration we shall need the following theorems. Theorem 1. Let X be a stochastic process and let a < t1 < ... <tn<t<b. If f:R«Q-R is a £ « 6 [x l t n;j -measurable real function such that of the set C, satisfies equation (4). We have| J*C(X,CJ) P n ( t at *( t fl ;;t,dx) =
Hence ^e H.
Let fi\j with f^ e H be an increasing sequence of

'6 f x ( t _ j ] -measurable functions and let
a.s. (see [4] The assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that every nonjnegative measurable function is a limit of an increasing sequence of step-functions. Further, it is known that any real measurable function is a difference of nonnegative measurable functions. This ends the proof.
-397 -Theorem 2. Let X be a stochastic process. If for every c > 0 there exists a function ifj > 0 such that 11m uJ(At) = 0 and for every x> e R, t i < t we have *»0
T 11
(6) J P 1 (t r x 1 ; t, dx)< y(t -t.,), |x-x 1 |>£ thee I is stochastically continuous. In general, if U 0, X need not be a Markov process. It is easy to verify that the assumptions of Theorem 4 are satisfied.
